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 F irst impressions count at home too, and Melissa Lindsay of 
Pimlico knows just how to make an entrance. “The purpose 
of an entry is to welcome you. It sets the tone for the whole 

house,” she says. Key elements of a well-appointed foyer include a 
table that’s warm and inviting, with low lighting and fresh flowers. 
Here, Lindsay anchored the space with a whitewashed oak console 
from Pimlico, peonies in hot pink (the home owner’s favorite hue), a 
large storage basket, a pair of mercury-glass lamps and art repurposed 
from the home owner’s collection. 
As part of a larger renovation project, Lindsay defined this entry 
space by putting in classic millwork and paneling. “The paneling 
added so much, it made it feel much more elegant,” says Lindsay. 

Her choices of furnishings and accessories punch up the space and 
blend styles. “I always like to mix casual elements, such as the  
reclaimed wood, with dressier elements of the artwork, lamps,  
paneling, working to make it not feel too much of one aesthetic.” 
Floors were darkened throughout the house to add depth. Instead 
of picking a “safe” plain rug for the runner, Lindsay brought in one 
with a strong graphic pattern; it travels around the whole second 
floor and down the back staircase. Still, Lindsay says, with the neu-
tral colors she’s confident that her client won’t tire of the carpet any 
time soon. Another statement-maker in the space is the glam silver 
hide rug that brightens without adding color. “It’s such a surprise 
when you walk in.” —MKH P
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INTERIOR DESIGN:
Melissa Lindsay
Pimlico Interiors
203-972-8166;

pimlicointeriors.com 

CONTRACTOR/BUILDER:
V&A Value Construction Inc.

203-667-1707;
vnaconstruction.com

ARCHITECT:
Matthew R. Dougherty 

203-296-4669;
mrdarchitect.com

wa r m  we l c o me
winner entryway

athome magazine  A-List Awards 2012



Lindsay’s entryway is casual 
but elegant with custom wall 

paneling, a black-and-white 
palette and just the right 

accessories.
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CONTRACTOR/BUILDER:
V&A Value Construction Inc.
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 Even the most decisive decorators might find themselves ogling 
a new mirror or cocktail table a year after a project’s complete. 
With this family room, the home owner knew she wanted the 

flexibility to switch things up now and then—after all, this renova-
tion was her second in the same house. So Melissa Lindsay designed 
the room to be fresh and stylish yet versatile enough to allow for 
updates and seasonal tweaks. “It’s almost like an interesting canvas for 
her, where she can bring in her cool fuchsia pillows to make it really 
bright and happy. She can have fun with it,” says Lindsay. “People 
have become more savvy when it comes to thinking about the space 
long-term.” 

Though this family room may be neutral, it’s beautifully executed 
and derives interest from layering and a range of finishes. The first or-

der of business was adding custom millwork and architectural details, 
as well as a new fireplace surround made from a soothing, sophis-
ticated stone. The millwork helped to define the space, which con-
nects to a breakfast area and kitchen. Lindsay retained the upholstered 
furniture, recovering it in durable, family-friendly fabrics; the graphic 
chocolate textile on the club chairs reads almost like texture. A white-
washed wood console table, a silver resin floor lamp, a woven mirror-
topped silverleaf table and nesting tables amplify the room’s modern 
side. Sconces above the fireplace act as jewel-like finishing touches, 
but were actually selected in the beginning and the paneling built 
around them. Like so many of the pieces in the room, they reflect 
Lindsay’s signature style. “The room has little touches of glamour,” 
she says. “It’s what I do.” —MKH

This room looks great now, 
but also provides a canvas 

that the home owner can 
play with over time.
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